
Because the existing river is widening towards the Ava bridge, it is possible that the wider 
channel could be adopted without further detrimental effects downstream although there 
is a sudden change in channel direction at the Ava bridge where special protection works 
might be required (see Figure 1). Changes to the channel width upstream of the modelled 
reach would have implication downstream and special studies would be required to 
evaluate the potential impacts. 

The effectiveness of increasing the channel width over the modelled reach assumes that 
the channel plan form cannot change. This means that the bend locations must be fixed. 

4.5 BANK AND BERM PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

4.5.1 Generally 

There are several causes of stream bank and berm erosion, described by the American 
Society of Civil Engineers Task Committee on Channel Stabilization Works (ASCE, 1964) 
and others. These are summarized in WES (1977), namely 

(a) Attack of the toe of the underwater slope leading to bank failure and erosion. The 
greatest period of bank failure normally occurs in a falling river at the medium 
stage or lower. 

(b) Erosion of soil along the bank [and berms] caused by current action. 

(c) Sloughing of saturated cohesive banks (i.e. banks incapable of free drainage) due 
to rapid drawdown. 

(d) Flow slides (liquefaction) in saturated, silty and sandy soil. 

(e) Erosion of the soil by seepage out of the bank at relatively low channel velocities. 

(0 Erosion of upper banks, river bottom or both, due to wave action caused by wind 
or passing boats. 

In addition to these, there should also be added 

(g) Erosion of the stopbanks due to overtopping by flood waters. 

Item (g) could be extended to include wake waves generated by piers of bridges and other 
obstructions. This does not appear to be a problem as far as the existing or replacement 
Ewen bridges are concerned. Item (b) could be extended to include the effects of 
turbulence generated erosion, principally of the berms, in the wake downstream of 
obstructions. Structures such as storm water junction/inspection chambers, which are 
relatively large and project above ground level, could cause local erosion of the berms. 
Similarly, the old Ewen bridge western pier, could induce erosion in the banks since this 
will@,e910cated adjacent to the realigned river bank. 

Of the above mentioned causes of erosion, items (c), (d) and (0 are more concerned with 
geokechnical issues and are not discussed further. . . 
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In general, river bank protection systems are covered in a number of references. Those 
which give relatively detailed (but usually somewhat qualitative) advice supported by 
extensive prototype examples are, from the European literature owwv (1984) and BWW ,. 

(1982). From American sources Keown et al. (1977) is recommended along with Vanoni 
(1977). There is also the well known New Zealand reference Acheson (1968). A broad 
review of the types of river control works used in New Zealand is also given by Williman 
and Smart (1987). 

Specific design procedures for the design of groynes can be found in Hickman (1989a, 
1989b). Robb (1990) includes an extensive collection of papers giving procedures for the 
design of riprap. 

Figure 13 shows an envelope of bank and berm velocities corresponding to the design 
discharge, which is recommended should be adopted for design. The magnitudes are 
consistent with the various measurements obtained in the model but the location where 
velocities change stepwise from a higher to lower value, and vice versa, has been 
interpreted conservatively. 

The following two sections are general comments regarding the bank and berm protection 
systems which should assist the Wellington Regional Council in their design. 

4.5.2 Bank Protection 

There are a wide range of bank protection systems available as outlined in the references 
above. For a direct protection system, however, in contrast to systems which deflect the 
flow in some way, the most robust method would appear to be to line the banks with 

At both Tama and Marsden Street bends, designs must be able to handle approach flow 
velocities of 3.8 m/s. Although rock and other forms of groyneswere examined in the 
model for the Marsden Street bend, and could be used here, lining of the banks up  to 
berm level is still required. All forms of groynes will incur scour around the head and 
may require some maintenance. Groynes are unsatisfactory if they are too widely spaced. 
For rock based protection systems, bank lining is likely to be the most satisfactory in terms 
of performance and cost. Rock linings are potentially able eliminate geotechnical slumping 
failures of the banks better than other protection systems. Well placed and adequately 
sized rock is also tolerant of deformation of the underlying banks. 

Rock linings must be carefully placed, with good control over the size, grading, shape and 
quality of the rock. Most of the quality control specification requirements for rock in 
rubble mound breakwaters, as described in detail by AUsop et al. (1985), are equally 
applicable for river protection works. The toe of the rock linings must be placed below 
the depth of maximum bend scour as defined from the results presented in this report. 
A gravel filter layer is considered to be essential. The use of filter fabric under riprap, 
although described in Keown et al. (1977), is not favoured by the writer for major works, 
especially for rock being placed underwater. The longitudinal profile of the rock should 
be kept smooth. Rock must be placed compactly to avoid slumping. 

t, concrete rubble has been used to line parts of the Tama Street bend. Although 
very low cost, rubble is not effective as primary protection system since its hydraulic 
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performance is uncertain. The slab-like nature of rubble makes it more susceptible to 
movement for a given mass. Tests by Hallmark and Smith (1965) indicate the shape 
strongly affects the stability of stones and this observation can be directly translated to 
concrete rubble. It can be anticipated that the voids between the rubble will be higher 
than for well placed rock and, of course, there is no filter between the rubble and the bank 
material. 

The erosion at the Tama Street bend is partly an outer bend erosion feature, but partly 
related to the contraction of flow lines caused by the abrupt change of the bank profile 
where the stopbanks are very close to the river edge. The presence of concrete rubble has 
limited the degree of bank erosion at this bend (pers. comm. G. Williams, 1993) Slumping 
of the banks can be seen in the prototype. The use of riprap lining on the Tama Street 
bend will assist control the bank slumping problem as well as prevent erosion on the bank. 

It would be acceptable to allow ground cover plants to grow over and through the riprap 
to improve the appearance of the rock linings. 

/ 
4.5.3 Berm Protection 

At some locations along the berms, velocities are obviously high (see Figure 131, even over 
Strand Park. Such velocities are probably more prevalent in rivers than is normally 
appreciated but it is difficult to reconcile the values with recommended maximum 
permissible velocities for various surfaces as recommended in Chow (1959), Raudkivi 
(1976), Graf (1971) or Vanoni (1977) and many other sources. In reality, surfaces such as 
grass are more tolerant of high velocities than is normally realised, but it is difficult to 
provide definitive design guidelines which will allow higher velocities than those given 
in older, classical references. Some views of the writer for berm protection systems, based 
on relatively recent literature, is presented below. 

In some cases, rather than using threshold velocity u,,, as a design criterion, threshold 
boundary shear stress z,, is used. Based on a Manning's n, one can be calculated from 
the other using the relationship 

, 

in which y is the density of water (N/m3) and h is the water depth. Based on a. 
Manning's n of 0.030, values of boundary shear stress are summarized in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Boundary shear stress z,,, in Pa for various velocities and water depths 
assuming a Mannine's n = 0.030. 

1 -- Water depth, h (m) I 

Asphaltic Based Surfaces 

Asphalt and bituminous based surfaces can be tolerant of relatively high velocities. 
Example applications are discussed in Keown et at. (1977). Very detailed information for 
the design of asphalt based protection systems, including bitumen-rock mixtures is given 
by the Technical Advisory Committee on Waterdefences (1985). The car park areas on the 
left bank are constructed of such material. The transition from adjacent surfaces should 
be smooth to avoid the edge of the asphalt lifting. Adequate sub-drainage will be 
important to achieve a long life in the asphaltic surface after prolonged immersion in 
water (Fwa, 1987). 

Gravel Surfaces 

The critical threshold velocities for non-cohesive gravel surfaces can be computed from 
first principals using the shields entrainment function combined with, say the Colebrook- 
White formula to estimate the surface roughness (Equation 8) assuming k, = 2d5,. Based 
on this approach, the resultant critical velocities for various grain sizes are summarized 
in Table 12. 

Table 12 provides threshold velocities based on a deterministic approach. An alternative 
approach, based on considering the life expectancy of the gravel layer, is given by de  
Groot et al. (1988). If the gravel material is appropriately graded, then the development 
of a surface armour layer of coarser material could be anticipated, leading to a smaller 
median size. The principals described by Melville and Chin (1986) could be used to design 
a self-armouring system. 

Table 12: Threshold velocities for gravel for various grain sizes and depths of water. 

Water depth, h (m) 
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Grassed Surfaces 

The resistance to flow in a grassed surface in directly linked to the relative roughness of 
the flow in accordance with accepted boundary-layer principles. The roughness of grass 

'. 

is dependent on the extent to which it deforms under flowing water. The extent to which 
the underlying soil will erode depends on the amount that the grass is compressed by the 
flow. From this point of view, long grasses which are stiff (and are deep rooted) will 
perform best. A good summary of design procedures for grassed channels is given by 
Kouwen (1992). Depending on the degree of erosion accepted, velocities of up  to 4.0 m/s 
may be acceptable for long green Bermuda grass. Such a value is well in excess of 
threshold velocities recommended in older literature. There is still a relatively high level 
of uncertainty in the design of erosion resistant grassed surfaces, however. 

Mowed, short grass surfaces provide much less protection compared to long grass. 

A long grassed surface could be combined with a gravel surface, in which the grass was 
allowed to grow through the gravel. Probably liquid fertilizer would need to be applied, 
and some soil and silt mixed with the gravel, to provide an adequate grass growth. 
Cellular blocks and special matting can also be used in conjunction with grass and other 
vegetation coverings (Keown et al., 19771. 

Mattresses of various forms, including articulated concrete layers, can be considered 
(Keown et al., 1977). Design procedures are described in de Groot and Konter (1984) and 
Arts (1988). In principle, mattresses can also be applied as bank protection methods, but 
the use of a falling mattress (in which scour at the toe is tolerated) is not recommended. 
In general, mattresses require an underlying granular filter layer (Arts, 1988). Non- 
articulated concrete or grout filled mattresses are normally too stiff to accommodate even 
small amounts of erosion and their use is not recommended. Mattress failures can be 
dramatic and lift forces acting on an impervious surface can be a problem (Macky, 1986 
and Melville and Croad, 1987). 

4.5.4 Stopbank Protection 

The stopbanks obviously will fail if the waterlevel exceeds the crest elevation. The only 
approach that can be taken for this possibility is to increase the stopbank height where 
required as identified in Section 4.5. 

In terms of potential erosion failure due to the water flow, the points at greatest risk are 
listed below, namely: 

(a) The right bank at the Tama Street bend (~0260) where the stopbank abruptly 
changes direction and is very close to the river bank. 

(b) The right bank at x0340 where there is a somewhat abrupt change in the stopbank 
alignment. Pharazyn Street is adjacent to the stopbank at this point and there is 
a house also very close to the stopbank at this point. The stopbank approaching 
this point will also incur relatively high velocities as identified in Figure 13. 

. . 
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(c) The left bank at x0380 where the stopbank approaches the river bank edge and 
there is a very abrupt change in stopbank direction. 

In general, the same techniques as discussed for the berms and river banks can be applied 
to the stopbanks at the above points and the upstream and downstream sections. Riprap 
will possibly the most effective protection system at the most vulnerable locations where 
velocities of around 4 m/s need to be designed for. However, gabions could also be 
considered but adequate depth of foundation, to prevent erosion of the toe, would be most 
important. Gabions are less tolerant of deformations compared with riprap. Examples of 
the use of gabions, riprap and combinations of these as a primary river defence system are 
given in Oswalt ef al. (1975). 

Grass, with the correct characteristics, will still be an important form of protection for the 
faces of the stopbanks. 

4.6 LANDSCAPE WORKS 

The landscape works consist primarily of grassed areas with vegetative covers with some 
small rock walls separating areas of different level, and walkways. A jetty is proposed on 
the left river bank at around x0340. For the modified Ewen reach, the river shoal here is 
above mean sea level and for most of the time, the jetty will be above the river water level. 
A simple ramp access align downstream is recommended as an alternative to the jetty. 

A typical cross-section of the left bank landscaping works is given in Figure 14. Riprap 
protection, with a suitably deep toe, will be required for the step connecting the 22 m to 
the 3.4 m level. At the upstream end of the landscape works, where the 2.2 m bench is 
adjacent to the left bank shoal, the river bed level will be quite close to this bench level 
allowing gravels to be deposited on the berm. Some maintenance removal of such gravels 
may therefore be required. 

In general, landscape features need to be kept smooth in profile and plan. Features which 
vary with a wavelength of less than 200-300 mare not recommended in order to avoid the 
unnecessary generation of turbulence through separating flow. Projecting features, such 
as built up garden areas and earth mounds must be avoided. Asphaltic, concrete or gravel 
walkway surfaces would be acceptable if prepared taking into account the principles 
discussed in Section 4.3.2. 
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Figure 14 Cross-section of the left bank landscaped berm. 
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